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Ericsson, PS Solutions & CKD dig
into agricultural IoT
●

PS Solutions expands their “e-kakashi” agricultural IoT platform

●

Project the latest example of how Ericsson and PS Solutions are developing IoT
possibilities in Japan

●

New “e-kakashi” platform premieres at AGRI WORLD 2017 in Tokyo, from October 11 to
13

Ericsson (NASDAQ: ERIC), PS Solutions Corp., affiliated with SoftBank Group Corp., and
CKD Corporation, a supplier of actuation products, are collaborating on an update to “ekakashi”, a platform which applies artificial intelligence (AI) and internet of things (IoT)
technologies into agricultural processes. First introduced by PS Solutions in 2015, the
second-generation “e-kakashi” platform will launch in March 2018.
Mikael Eriksson, Head of Ericsson Japan, says: “True collaboration is the only way to bring
real automated IoT uses cases to life. The combination of PS Solutions’ experience,
applications and insight in the industry, along with the advanced features provided by
Ericsson IoT, will create positive change for agriculture."
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An IoT scarecrow with an AI brain
The Japanese word kakashi translates to scarecrow, but PS Solutions' “e-kakashi” does
much more than frighten off pests. With a powerful combination of AI, IoT and cloud
technology, “e-kakashi” is designed to maintain an ideal environment for almost any crop to
grow in. Japanese manufacturer CKD Corporation, a pioneer in actuation, provides the
electro/pneumatic devices that allow the IoT machinery to be controlled remotely.
Easy onboarding of agricultural IoT machinery
The “e-kakashi” platform can easily integrate new IoT devices as agriculturalists need them.
Through the Zero Touch Onboarding functionality of the Ericsson IoT Accelerator platform,
devices are immediately accessible after installation. No physical control panels are needed,
as all functions are handled in the cloud.
Zero Touch Onboarding, which allows devices to be onboarded to the IoT Accelerator
platform and then managed through their lifecycles with ease, uses the Open Mobile Alliance
Lightweight Machine to Machine (a protocol from the Open Mobile Alliance for machine-tomachine or IoT device management) and smart objects from The Internet Protocol for Smart
Objects (IPSO) Alliance. These are complements to cellular IoT connectivity.
PS Solutions will use Ericsson IoT Accelerator’s building blocks with Softbank’s cellular
connectivity, which is also powered by Ericsson. Incorporating data on variables such as
temperature, humidity and precipitation, “e-kakashi” uses AI to automatically optimize
growing conditions. For example, to maintain the ideal temperature for growing tomatoes, “ekakashi” adjusts greenhouse ventilation accordingly.
Using an intuitive app from PS solutions with comprehensive data visualization, the “ekakashi” user can modify the AI-based standard settings to apply their own professional
know-how.
The current solution monitors temperature, humidity, CO2 and other conditions, and guides
what actions to take next based on the AI engine. With the support of analytics from Ericsson
IoT Accelerator, the next generation of “e-kakashi” will enable higher automation by
connecting with actuators.
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Ericsson expanding IoT possibilities in Japan
Ericsson IoT Accelerator gives operators a low cost, reliable method to support enterprise
IoT with a large number of connected devices.
With the rapid growth of IoT, there are great opportunities for operators to expand revenue
with new services. PS Solutions' parent company, network operator SoftBank, has partnered
with Ericsson to expand networks and increase IoT revenue streams in Japan. In April 2017,
SoftBank began rolling out Ericsson solutions to support the deployment of cellular IoT
services across Japan.
See “e-kakashi” in action
The next generation of “e-kakashi” will be unveiled at AGRI WORLD 2017 from October 11
to 13 at Makuhari Messe in Tokyo. Ericsson will join PS Solutions and CKD at Asia's largest
agricultural industrial trade show to discuss the possibilities of agricultural IoT.
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Ericsson is a world leader in communications technology and services with headquarters in
Stockholm, Sweden. Our organization consists of more than 111,000 experts who provide
customers in 180 countries with innovative solutions and services. Together we are building
a more connected future where anyone and any industry is empowered to reach their full
potential. Net sales in 2016 were SEK 222.6 billion (USD 24.5 billion). The Ericsson stock is
listed on Nasdaq Stockholm and on NASDAQ in New York. Read more
on www.ericsson.com.
About PS Solutions
PS Solutions Corp., affiliated with SoftBank Group Corp., develops and provide IT solutions
including agricultural IoT service, o2o service(s) and applications. PS Solutions is
responsible for concept creation, development and services for “e-kakashi.” The company
offers services as an operator of e-kakashi.
About CKD Corporation
CKD Corporation, together with its subsidiaries, develops, manufactures, sells, and exports
automatic machinery worldwide. Since its inception, CKD has researched and developed
various kinds of products while constantly predicting and meeting future needs as a pioneer
in automation technology for a broad range of industrial fields.

* SoftBank, SoftBank's equivalent in Japanese and the SoftBank logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of SoftBank
Group Corp. in Japan and other countries.
* PS Solutions, e-kakashi and the e-kakashi logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of PS Solutions Corp.
* Any other product, company and organization names are trademarks or registered trademarks of the relevant companies.

